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Today is                     . I’m so happy that                      is today because I love                       

.                          is my favorite holiday because on                        I get t dress up 

like a princess. What princess should I be this                         ? IFC is throwing a                    

party and I want to be the prettiest girl there. When I woke up this morning and 

remembered it was                      , my first thought was, “Oh shit, I don’t have a prin-

cess picked out.” Last                      I was Aurora. The                     before that, I was 

Ariel. This                   , I want to be a bit more… underground. Princess and the 

Pea? Princess Bubble Gum? This                   had to be my best one yet because this 

is the night I take back my reputation. Ever since the                        of 2020, when 

I was pantsed during the                     costume contest. Since that                     no 

one has looked at me the same. No calls on me when I raise my hand in class, no 

one sits next to me at the cafeteria. I AM SHUNNED. They call me that bare-ass 

loser the lame-ass                      costume. But this                     I am taking back MY 

night. Belt in hand, I’m going to make this                      my bitch. Ever since that                       

night, it has been my mission to win the annual IFC                     costume contest. 

I’ve been trying my hand at princesses because, lets admit it, princesses are crowd 

pleasers. But I’ve had no luck and every                        I’ve gone home a loser. Since 

this is my senior year, something has to change. The Lame-Ass                       Cos-

tume girl can not, WILL not, be the legacy I leave behind. This                        , I need 

to be the people’s princess: Princess Diana. 
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VERY SCARY STORIES (DEN-
ISONEDITION)

Jewish Bangs, 
strikes again

HOT-n-
FUN

Very Scary Stories (Denison Edition)

Well kids, it’s that time of the month when “She Wolf” plays on repeat and the library brings in an 
8-foot-tall plastic skeleton. In the spirit of Monstober, here are some spooky Denison conspiracies that 
might just keep you up at night.

The Buzzards Are Plotting a Takeover
Have you seen the way they swarm above A-Quad?! I don’t need the flying monkey theme song to 
know that those creatures are planning the downfall of this school. Only Buzzy and Alex Miller will 
be spared.

Nathan Graves is Just Three Kids in a Trench Coat
First-year office? That’s basically elementary school. Plus he always wears a vest outside, even when 
it’s warm. I wanna know what this guy is really hiding. 

The Red Frame Lab is Raising an Army of Capitalists
That one’s just true. Ask any RFL student who tells you their plan after college is to go into “consult-
ing.”

The Burpees are Totally On Script
Have you noticed how a Burpee selects an input from the audience? That person could easily be plant-
ed! Now I may not be an expert on improv, but I have a feeling this so-called comedy made on the 
spot was written weeks beforehand.

Denison University Staged the Moon Landing
Buzz Aldrin and Neil Armstrong supposedly landed on the moon in 1969. That same year, Denison 
did major construction on the Swaysey observatory. Our astronomy building was getting more than 
a new dome…it was housing an international plot to fool the public. Don’t believe me yet? Well put 
this in your pipe and smoke it: Buzz Aldrin spelled backwards is Buzzy the Buzzard. Underneath that 
space suit was a whole bunch of feathers!

Claire and Lily Anderson Ate their Triplet in Utero
I have known Claire and Lily for over two years and not once have I ever seen this alleged third sib-
ling. Chances are they ate him in 2002 and now they have telepathic powers. Claire, you can wear that 
Wheaton College sweatshirt all you want but nobody’s buying this facade.

Halloween


